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(new update done 8/2012) Need a little 2012 calendar in your Kindle? There are several attempts,
all different prices.. But do you just want a cheap one that's simple, formatted so you can really use
it? Here it is. Not elaborate, long, or clunky, just clear, efficient and complete. Jump instantly to the
time frame you want - using quick, active hyperlinks. (Also check out other Calendars which have
more handy web features, plus photo calendars, and only cost a very little more. Or, stick with this
basic one:)Be Alert - this is a BOOK format calendar, not an 'active content' app that only works for
one kind of Kindle. There're Pros and cons to that; a big pro is that anything you key in gets backed
up into your ebook archive, so you can later see and synch it on any other device or browser ...So
do read the Whole description, please.--This is the 'economy' version of our more capable photo
calendars. (No photos in this one.) But like them, it's all redesigned, for 2012.-- It works on every
version of Kindle, including Kindle Fire.-- Enter your free form notes or To Do's day by day or month
by month..-- One simple rotating notes journal for just the current week -- down to attaching a note
to a particular hour of the day, if you want to (clean it up at the end of each week)-- Short, very, very
compact and easy to use - (in August, we even rearranged 2012 so if you're getting it late, you won't
always need to scroll through 7 past months, yet can see them if needed.)-- A 12 Month calendar
set for 2012-13 that gives just what you need - the day of a particular date. You can enter and
attach notes to the day. (A note is freeform text. One note can include all the appointments you want
in it.)-- A 5 year calendar view --2009 through 2013 ..look ahead or look back -- Handy jumplinks all
through -- one click to go see what you want without a lot of searching or pagingNo, this isn't going
to completely replace your Outlook Agenda, ring alarms, or automatically feed your goldfish. It's a
book document, not an app. But it will synch your entries across all your Kindle readers; even Kindle
readers on your Mac, PC, or Android phone. See all your notes at once, search among them, or
back them all up to your PC.you also get a list of U.S. Holidays, and the phases of the moon for the
next two years.Plus ... a link that quickly opens your Google Calendar for all those other detailed
appointments. (Yes, it works ..you can try it even by looking at the sample book.) (Our photo
calendars offer AOL and Yahoo calendar links too). It's a very nice companion to our Browser
Homepage ebook. Sure, you can do all this from your Kindle. Not bad for the price of one Latte, is
it? Have a look inside, or download the free sample, and try it.or, if you'd prefer one with photos try
this:http://www..com/2012-13-Calendar-Flower-Calendars-ebook/dp/B0072IT4UU/ref=sr_1_6?s=digi
tal-text&ie=UTF8&qid=1329237578&sr=1-6
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I'm sorry to be mean, but this was a waist of my four dollars. I could not open any of the calanders
and use them for making date plans. I was not happy! It did not even show a typical calander to help
you with planning. I am very unsatisfied with this product and would not recommend it to anyone.

Inspite of the negative review that this calendar received, I decided to give it a try because it is the
only one that claims to allow access to google calendar. There is a section within the application
that states "Open Your Own Google Calendar: click Here". Sounds easy enough, right? WRONG!
There is no link set up anywhere on the page. You cannot "click Here" anywhere. This was a waste
of money and a lot of time trying to figure out how to "click Here".

Listen, I am like you: I never bother review anything, I figure someone else will do it for me. This one
is an exception. Is so bad I don't want to see other people waste their money. Don't buy it, is
useless.

The monthly calendar is nice to have to remind myself of what day it is, but the note system is not

very helpful. I would not recommend this highly for other users.

Not as flexible as far as the number of options/uses/features available -- OK for a free product. This
is all I have to say and I do not like having to write a mandatory number of words when I can
summarize my review in only a few.

I bought this thinking Okay this will be cool to have a notepad plus a calendar and whats better was
that it was on my Kindle. So I bought it and tried it out. Let me warn you ahead of time. This was
NOT worth my ninety nine cents at all! You can only make notes as if it were a book, plus it treated
it like a sample and went really quickly. Do NOT buy this. I warned you... --Maxie

Sorry Don, but what good is a calendar that only lets me input stuff for just this week. I looked at the
sample and figured there were no dates because that first page was a sample page. I really like the
format of the page, (one page per week would be better). I need to be able to input data for weeks
in the future. I would also suggest that you put the month calendars less crowded and bigger. I did
like your other book on how to use my kindle.

I evaluated the free sample, and I found the format very difficult to use. Aside from the multi-year
view, this is useless. Glad I didn't spend money on this.
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